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EQUIVALENT ALGORITHMS FOR ESTIMATION 
IN LINEAR MODEL WITH CONDITION 
LUBOMIR KUBACEK 
ABSTRACT. In the mixed linear model there exist different expressions for an 
estimator of a given linear function of parameters of the model. It is a welcome 
possibility how to check the numerical stability of calculation mainly in such cases 
where the size of the design matrix is large. 
It is proved that analogous possibilities exist in the mixed linear model with 
linear condition on the first order parameters. Explicit formulae are given for the 
locally and uniformly best linear unbiased estimators of the first order parameters 
and for minimum norm quadratic estimators of the second order parameters. 
In t roduc t i on 
Let y be an n-dimensional random vector and V = {Pg $: (3 e V, i?Gi?} 
a class of probability measures with the properties: the mean value E(Y \ /3,1?) = 
p 
X(3, (3 e V, and the covariance matrix Var(y | (3, tf) is £(i9) = £ tf.V,. The 
i= i 
n x k matrix X and n x n symmetric matrices V i , . . . , V j , are known. The 
notation ( y , X/3, (3 e V, £ ( $ ) , i? G i?) is used for this situation. 
The set V is usually supposed to be equal to R (k-dimensional Euclidean 
space); tf is an open set in Hp and fulfils the condition: 1? = ( # i , . . . ,i?p)' G 
i? => -S(i9) is positively semidefinite (p.s.d.); here ' denotes a transposition. 
In the following (3 is called the parameter of the first order and # the parameter 
of the second order. 
In many situations V = {u: u e Kk, b + Bu = 0} ^ R* , where B is 
a q X k matrix and b e Ai(B) (column space of the matrix B, M(B) = 
{Bv: v e R*})- A model of measurement of angles in a plane triangle, i.e. 
E[(Yi, Y2, K3)'|/3] = (3 , can serve as an example. Here obviously (3 = (f3\,(32, /?3)' 
fulfils the condition (3X + fa + fc - TT = 0, thus B = (1,1,1) and b = -TT . 
If the parameter /3 is expressed as (3 = (3$ + K ^ 7 , where (30 is any solution 
of the equation b + B/30 = O and KQ is the matrix of the type k x [k — R(B)] 
possessing the property M(K&) = KerB = {u: Bu = 0 } , w e obtain the model 
A M S S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n (1985): Primary 62J05, Secondary 62F10 
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(Y - X/30 , X K B 7 , 7 G R
f c ~ ^ B > , E ( # ) , t / G t ? ) . I n this model , the t anda rd 
formulae can be u ed f r e t imators of 7 and # and thus no problems occur 
in determining the i!?o-LBLUE (locally best linear unbiased estimator) of in 
unbiasedly estimable linear function of (3 and # 0 - M I N Q U E (minim m norm 
quadratic unbiased estimator) of an unbiasedly and invariantly (with respect to 
the first order parameter) estimable linear function of # . (See Chpt . 5 in [1].) 
Nevertheless several intere ting facts occur when problems connected with 
an e t imat ion of the mentioned functions are studi d in the model wi thout 
reparametr izat ion. 
T h e aim of the present paper is to point out these facts mainly from the point 
of view of equival nee of different est imating procedure . 
1. Nota t ions and auxiliary statements 
In the following Pv^ denotes the projection matrix on yVf(A) with respect to 
the norm given by the relation ||-X"|| w = N / X ' W X ; thus W is positively definite 
(p.d.) . It is easy to prove that P ^ = A(A'WA)~A'W (~ denotes a general-
ized inverse [3]). This expression is well defined when either ./Vf(A) C M(V\J) 
or M(A') C A i (A'WA) even if W is p.s.d. For W = I (unit matrix), the no-
tat ion P/ \ is used. The notat ion LM (linear model) is used for ( Y , X/3, (3 G 
R*, E(i9), 1? G # ) , i.e. for the case V = R* . 
L e m m a 1 .1 . Let A . B be n x n symmetric and p.s.d. matrices. Then 
A4(A + B ) = M ( A , B ) . 
P r o o f see in [3, p . 122]. 
L e m m a 1.2. In LM the following rules can be used: 
Ri : A function h((3) = h'(3 , (3 G R f c , is linearly unbi sedly estimable iff 
heM(X'). 
P r o o f is obvious. 
R2 : If h0(/3) = 0 , (3 G R
fc , then the class of all its linear unbiased estima-
tors is Uo = {U0Y: L0 G M ( M X ) } , where M x = I - P x 
P r o o f is ol v* us 
R 3 : A statisti UY is i9 0 -LBLUE of its me al e iff the conditi n 
M x S ( t f o ) - . = 0 is fdfilled. 
P r o o f . The s ta tem nt i a consequence of [2, (i) p . ?57] where the c n 
dition for the considered ca e is \/{UQY G U0] cov(/L'V, U Y \ # 0 ) = 0 . A 
U0 - { A ' M X Y : A G R
n } , this can be rewrit ten as M X - ^ ( ^ )L - O. 
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R4: A statistic L'Y is UBLUE (uniformly - with respect to t? £ t? - best 
linear unbiased estimator) of its mean value iff the condition 
LeKerfEV.MxV.) 
V i = l ' 
is fulfilled (Ker( - ) means nullspace). 
P r o o f cf. [ l , p . 203]. 
R 5 : A function f(/3) = f (3, (3 e R * , has the U B L U E iff 
f£ A<[x'Ker(f:VlMxVl)j 
I here K e r f 53 V , M x V i ) denotes a matrix whose columns generate the sub-
space Kerf 53 V , M x V , ) ) . 
P r o o f cf. [1, p 204]. 
L e m m a 1.3. Let A, B, C be known matrices and AXB = C an equation 
for an unknown X . 
(a) This equation has a solution iff A A " C B _ B = C . 
(b) If the condition in (a) is fulfilled, then the class of all solutions is 
X = {A^~CBJJ~ + Z — A(~~AZBB^~ : Z is an arbitrary matrix], 
where AQ , BQ are arbitrary but fixed generalized inverses (g-inverses) of ma-
trices A, B . 
P r o o f see in [3, theorem 2.3.2.]. 
In what follows A+ denotes the Moore-Penrose g-inverse of the matrix A , 
i e. it is a ma t r ix with the following propert ies AA+A = A , A+AA+ = A+ , 
AA+ = (AA+) ' and A+A = ( A + A ) ' . 
L e m m a 1.4. Let A be any n x k matrix, W be any n x n p.s.d. matrix 
and let M(A) C M(\N). Then 
W " 1 - W " 1 A(A 'W" 1 A ) - A ' W " 1 for W p.d., 
W+ - W+A(A'W+A)"A'W+ otherwise. 
If the condition M(A) C M(\N) is not fulfilled, then 
( M A W M A )
+ = (W + AVA')+ - (W + AVA')+A[A'(W + AVA')+A]~ 
A'(W + AVA')+, 
where V is any k x k matrix with the property yVf(AVA') = M(A). 




+ = | 
L e m m a 1.5. Let N be an n x n p.s.d. matrix; i.e. 3 {J, n x R(N) matrix} 
N = JJ ' . Then N+ = KK' , where J'KK'J = I . 
P r o o f is obvious. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1.6. In LM a function #(i?) = g ' i? , i? £ i? , w unbiasedly 
and invariantly estimable by a quadratic estimator if there exists a matrix U 
possessing the properties 
(a) unbiasedness V{/3 G R*} V { 0 <E 0 } E( Y'U Y | / 3 , # ) = g'tf, 
(b) jnvanance V { / 3 G R * } ( Y + X/?) 'U(Y + X/3) = Y ' U Y . 
L e m m a 1.7. In LM a function #(i9) = g'i9, 1? G i? , w unbiasedly and 
invariantly estimable by an estimator Y ' U Y iff UX = O , Tr(UV^) = gi, 
* = l , . . . , p , i.e. iff ge M(K^), where {K^}itj = T ^ M x V ^ x V , ) , ij = 
l , . . . , p . 
P r o o f see in [5]. 
L e m m a 1.8. The i?0 — M I N Q U E of the function g(-) from Lemma 1.7 is 
fd = ^A iy'[MxS(i?o)Mx]
+V I[MxS(i?o)Mx]
 + V, 
1 = 1 
where A = ( A i , . . . , Ap) ' is a solution of the equation 
S K ^ o > M x ] + , Л - g ' 
{ S [ M x ^ 0 ) M x ]
 + } i ; =
T r { [ M X S ^ ) M x ] + V , [ M x S ( 1 ? o ) M x ]
+ V , } , 
i,j = l , . . . , p . 
In the case of normal distributions this estimator is i?o - L M V Q U I E . i.e. locally 
minimum variance quadratic unbiased invariant estimator. 
P r o o f see in [5]. 
2 . E s t i m a t o r s of t h e first o r d e r p a r a m e t e r s 
Let a m a t r i x Kg = K e r ( B ) be of the full rank in columns a n d M(K&) = 
K e r ( B ) , i.e. it is of the type k x [k ~ R(B)] ( R(B) is the l a n k of the m a t r i x B 
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Let V = {u: u G R \ b + Bu = 0} and /30 be an a rb i t ra ry bu t fixed solution 
of the equat ion b + B/30 = 0. Then it is obvious tha t models 
( Y , X/3, /3 G V, £( i>) , t? G 0 ) , (2.1) 
( Y - X/30 , X K B 7 , 7 € R*-
R < B >, E(t>) , i? G 0 ) (2.2) 
((-vt)' (5)"-"
£V- ( T S ) - H <-» 
are equivalent. T h e symbol LMC (linear model with condition) means any of 
the models (2.1), (2.2), (2.3). 
L e m m a 2 . 1 . In LMC a function f((3) — ('(3, (3 G V , is unbiasedly es-
timable iff K'Bf e A4(K ' B X' ) . 
P r o o f . As (3 = /30 + K B 7 , 7 G R
f c~ j R ( B ) , the function / ( • ) can be wr i t ten 
as / ( /3) = f/3Q + f ' K B 7 . It is unbiasedly est imable iff there exists a vector 
L G R n and a real number / G R 1 with the proper ty V {7 G R f c " j R ( B ) } ^ ( L ' Y + 
/ | / 3 0 , 7 ) = ^X(/3o + K B 7 ) + / = f
,/3o + f , K B 7 <=> K'Bf = K ' B X ' L & / = f ' / 3 0 -
L'X/Jo. Obviously 3 { L : L G R n , K'Bf _ K'BX'L} <=> K'Bf G -M(K'BX') => 
I = f ' /30 - L'X/3o . D 
T h e equivalence V {7 G R f c " R ( B ) } L ' X K B 7 = f ' K B 7 <=> K'Bf = K'BX'L 
is a consequence of a possibility to change the vector 7 in the whole space 
R,fc-H(B) . This is impossible in LMC with respect to (3 G V § R * . Nevertheless, 
the following theorem states tha t the rule Ri is valid in LMC (2.3.). 
T h e o r e m 2 . 2 . In LMC a function f((3) = f ' / 3 , (3 G V , is unbiasedly 
estimable iff f G A r ( X ' , B ' ) . 
P r o o f . It is sufficient to prove f G -M(X', B') <=i> K'Bf G ,W(K'BX') with 
respect to L e m m a 2.1. Let f = X 'u + B ' v ; then K'Bf = K' B X'u and thus K'Bf G 
M ( K ' B X ' ) . Let K'Bf = K ' B X ' u . T h e n f e {X'ii + z - ( K ' B ) - K ' B z : z G R * } (cf. 
L e m m a 1.3), since X 'u is a par t icular solution to f . Fur ther Ai [l — (KB)~~K'B] = 
M ( B ' ) . T h u s z - ( K ' B ) - K ' B z € A<(B') and f = X'u + B ' v . D 
T h e o r e m 2 . 3 . The class of all linear unbiased estimators of the function 
/o(/3) = 0, (3eV, in LMC is 
Uo={U01Y + Ľ02(-Ь): (Ľ01,L02)' Є м(м 
г(5). . 
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Thus the rule R2 is valid in LMC (2.3). 
P r o o f . With respect to Lemma 1.2 ( R 2 ) , the class UQ in LMC is 
{ ^ ( y - X / 3 o ) : L „ € . M ( M X K B ) } . L e t (LJ,,, L'02)'€ M ( M / X N ) <^> X'L01 + 
B'L02 = 0 = • K'BX'L01 = 0 «=• L01 e -M ( M X K B ) !
 f u r t h c r L o i ^ + 
L'l)2(-b) = L'01Y + L'O2B0O = L'01Y + (-L'01X)(30 = L'ol(Y-X0o). Let L0 € 
• ^ ( M X K B ) <=^ KBX'L0 = 0 <{=» X'Lo € M(B') *=4> 3{v e 
R'}X'L0 + B'v = O «=* (
Lv) e M(M(X\) = > L'o(Y-X^) = 
L;y + v'B/30 = L;y + v'(-b). n 
The following lemma is useful before studing the rule R3 in LMC (2.3). 
L e m m a 2.4. Let W be an n x n p.s.d. matrix and let ,Vf(X) C (W) Tfcen 
p W f
P ^ - p ^ w x r B ' / - ^ ( B ' ) C ^ ( X ' ) . 
X K B - | p W _ p W x , w x + B / v B ) B j otheTwi3e. 
where V is any q x q matrix with the property .Vf(B'VB) = A4(B'). 
(M 
P^KBPx1x'WX,-B' = C w X , - B '
P ^ B = 0 ,/ M(B') C M(X') 
)W pW _ pW pW _ Q nihrrwiie 
XKB
KX(X'WX+B'VB)B' " KX(X'WX+B'VB)-B'KXKB ~
 u otherwise. 
PyK =X(X'WX + B'VB)"X'W - X(X'WX + B'VB)"B' VB 
•[B(X'WX + B'VBTB'] B(X'WX + B'VBTX'W. 
P r o o f. The first equality in (a) can be proved directly; as 
,V/f(KB) = M ( M B . ) , PXK = P X M ,= XM B . (M B .X 'WXM B . ) "M B .X 'W. 
Now the equality Mg. <MB- X' WXMB )+ MB< = (MB X'WXMB . )
+ 
and the implication .Vf(B') C .Vf(X'WX) => (MB 'X 'WXMg. )+= (X'W" 
(X'WX- B'fB(X'WX)+ B']-B'(X'WX)+ from Lemma 1.4 is, ,o be us 
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pW, =X(M B .X 'WXM B * )+X'W = X( X'WX)
 f X ' W - X i X'WX r B ' ; B ( X ' W X p 
X 'WX(X'WX)+B' ] -BfX 'WX^X'W = P™ - P^X'WX• B' 
In the case of the second equality in (a), it is sufficient to prove /?(X) = 
^ X K 8 ) + 7?[X(X'WX-t-B'VB)-B'j and .V1(XKB,- WMJX(X'WX B'VB) B'j. 
v. hi-rc J_w means t Ir< • orthogonality with icspcv ! :•; W,i.<. x y < li'1. x : yyy •;•;• 
<'Wy = 0. Let Mi = A-f(X). At , - Al(XKBs = ,MiXMB and A1, 
Ai X(X'WX + B'VB, B ] . As K/.B X'WX.X WX + B'VB. B ' MB , ;X'WX • 
D-VB)(X'WX + B'VBJ-B' = MB-B' - 0 . M21.WM3. To prove /?(X) = 
/ ' XKB) + i?[X(X'WX -i B'VBJ^B'I we prore. ,'t as follows 
PXK = PXM ,=: X M B . ( M 8 . X ' W X M B - )
+ M B '
x ' w = X[MB,<X'WX I- B'VB) • 
MB-]
 + X'W = XiX'WX + B 'VBTX'W - X(X'WX + B'VB } l B' ! B|X'WX f 
B 'VB)+B']+B(X'WX-B'VB)+X'W .Lei;,a;:, ; , ; i , u ,rd; 
WXfX'WX + B'VB) - X W --= WP^ K + WM, . 
where 
M, = X(X'WX + B ' V B r ' B ' ^ X ' W X - f B V B ; B •j+BiX'WX , B 'VBpX 'W 
Bo'h matrices WP™ , WM., are p.s.d. and ( W P ^ ) ' w + WM:, =- 0 (it 
is a consequence of Ai^-Lyy.''Aj, ); thus with respect to Lemma 1.1, we have 
/?!WX(X'WX +B 'VBPX 'W! = / ? ( w p W + W M , | ••  W ( W P 5 ( - . W M , ) -
X K B -J v X K B •>/ 
/ ? (WP^ K j 4 J?(WM3 j . Further /.'[WXiX'WX + B 'VBpX'W] = 7?(X). 
7 ? ( W P X K ) =; / ( , ( X K B) "i"1 ^ i M , ) r.-_ i?,;WM,i - /i[Xi.X'WX - B'VB)+B ]. 
File last three equalities are ccn,;<'qu<'nces of [he f 'liowing relations, cf. I.emma 
1.5 • X'WX + B'VB -- J J ' . (X'WX f B'VB) f --• KK'. AVX'W) c. A4(Ji r ^ 
3 {F: X'W = J F } . thus WXKK'X'W =-. F'J 'KK'JF - F'F ^ 7?[WX(X'WX -f 
B'VB) fX'W] = MF') > i?(F'Jj - / ^ X ' W ' > . ^ X ' W W : - /?fX'): the in-
equality 7?[WX(X'WX f B'VB)4 X'W] < i^X) is obvious 
Similarly /? [wP™ j ,= /?(WXKB ) > /?(W+ WXKB i = /?(XKB ) > /?(WXKB ) 
and 7?(M3)> JifWM,) > 7?(W
 +WM : t) = /i(M3) (here the implication AffXjC 
A"1(W) = Af(W + j = > W + ( W + ) + X - = X m.s used). 
The statement (b) is a consequence of the equalities K ' g X W X I X ' W X r B ' = 
K'BB' = 0 and K'BX'WX(X'WX + B ' V B T B ' = K'B(X'WX + B'VBHX'WX + 
B'VB)" B' = KB B' = 0 . respectively. 
(c) is implied by the equality ( MR X'WXMB- )
+= IM^I X'WX + B'VB )MB-]
 + 
and by the last statement of Lemma 1.4. D 
T h e o r e m 2.5. In LMC (2.3) the rule R3 is valid. 
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P r o o f . With respect to Lemma 1.2, the rule R3 in LMC (2.2) states: a 
statistic Li(Y - X/30) + f'Pa is the t?0-LBLUE of the function f((3) = f/3, 
(3eV, where K'Bf = K'BX'L, ( => E[L\(Y - X/30) + f'/30 I 0] = -i(X/3 -
X/?0) + f'A> = L',XKB7 + f'p0 = f '(KB7 + /3o) = f/3, /3 e V) iff 
M X K B S( i»o) - . i = O (A) 
The rule R3 in LMC (2.3) states: a statistic L[Y + L'2(-b) is the i?0 -
LBLUE of the same function f((3) = f'/3, (3 G V, where f = X'Li + B;L2 (cf. 
Theorem 2.2) ( ==> JB[L_ Y + L_(-b) | /3] = L[X/3 + L'2B/3 = f
f(3, /3 € V) iff 
-(üWåXi.MS)- (B) 
Let (B) be valid, i.e. 
I - X ( X ' X + B'B)X ' , - X ( X ' X + B'B)-B' 
- B ( X ' X + B'B)X ' , l - B ( X ' X + B'B)~B' 
[I - X(X'X + B'B)-X']S(t9o)L! ^ _ 
- B(X'X + B'B)-X' S(i?0)L! 
2-(tM, 
0 , 
Let (A) be valid, i.e. (cf. Lemma 2.4 (c), where W = I, V = I) {I - X(X'X + 
B'B)-X' + X(X'X + B'B)-B'[B(X'X + B'B)-B']-B(X'X + B'B)-X'}S(i?0)L1 = 
O. Let © = l -X(X'X + B 'B)-X ' , © = X(X'X + B'B)-B'[B(X'X + B ' B ) - B ' ] -
•B(X'X + B 'B) _ X' . As the matrices © and © are symmetric and p.s.d., we 
have: 
(A) «=> £( t f 0 )L i i -M(® + @) <=> £(# 0 )Li±JV((®,@) 
^=> E( i9 0 )Li±y^(®) & V(#0)L1±M(®) 
«=* (B). 
The equivalence £( t f 0 )L i±Al(® + © ) «=-> E(tf0)Li_LyVi(®, © ) is a conse-
quence of Lemma 1.1 (The implication (B) =-> (A) is obvious.) D 
The rule R4 in LMC (2.2) states: a statistic L[(Y - X(30) + f'/30 , where 
K'Bf = K^X'Li, is the UBLUE of its mean value f(/3) = f ' / 3 , (3 G V, iff 
Li G Kerf £ V , - M X K D V , - ) . The corresponding statistic in LMC (2.3) is L[Y + 
\=i B y 
L'2(-b), where L\X + U2B = f . 
The question is whether 
L j G K e r ^ V . M x K g V . ) 
N = l ' 
GKer 









(a) The equivalence (2.4) is valid; thus the rule R4 holds in LMC (2.3), 
i.e. L\Y + U2(—b) is the UBLUE of its mean value iff 
Ц Є Ker 
/ P 
( ^ V i { l - X ( X ' X + B'B)-X ' 
M=I 
+ X(X'X + B'B)"B'[B(X'X + B'B)-B']"B(X'X + B'B)-X'}V,). 




Ker(;f>tMxVl + ^ 
/ p 
Kerí ^ V,{l - X(X'X + B'B)-X' 
+ X(X'X + B'B)"B'[B(X'X + B'B)"B']-B(X'X + B'B)"X'}V^ 
= K e r í ^ V,[l - X(X'X + B'B)-X']V, j . 
P r o o f. As the matrices V , M X K D V«, i — 1,... ,p, are p.s.d., we háve 
B 
L 1 e K e r ( ^ V , M X K B V , ) <=> Lt±M ( V , M X K B V , ) , . = l , . . . ,p 
^ i = i ' 
<í=> Li±.M(Vť{l - X(X'X + B'B)~X' + X(X'X + B'B)"B' 
• [B(X'X + B'B)-B']~B(X 'X + B'BYX '}V,), i = 1,... ,p. 
Similarly 
a;)Ht(vo'; ShuCS: S)] 
*=> Lj G K e r j ^ V,[l - X(X'X + B'B)"X']V. j 
*=> L1LAí{V i[l - X(X'X + B'B)"X']Vť} , i = 1,... ,P. 
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_, . . . . _ / l - X ( X ' X + B'B)-X', - X ( X ' X + B'B) -B' \ 
Ihe matrix M / X x - ^ _ B(X'X + B'B)-X', I - B(X'X + B'B)-B'y 
is p.s.d., therefore 
A4[X(X'X + B'B)-B'] c M{\ - X(X'X + B'B)"X'] 
= • X[V iX(X'X + B'BYB'] C M{Vi{\ - X(X'X + B'B)-X']Vi} 
(the matrix I — X(X'X + B'B)"X' is p.s.d. since it is a diagonal submatrix of a 
p.s.d. matrix). This inclusion implies the equivalence 
Li_A4(V,{I - X(X'X + B'B)-X' 
+ X(X'X + B'B)-B'[B(X'X + B'B)-B']-B(X'X + B'B)-X'}V.) 
Li±.M{V,[l-X(X'X + B'B)-X']V,} 
which proves (a) and (c). 
If M(B') C M(X'), then, with respect to Lemma 2.4. (a), 
M X K B = M X + PX(X,X)_B,. 
If the relationship 
Ker(_3v iMxV i + _^Vl-PX(X,X)-B,V,
N 
S = l 1=1 
= .M(__ViMxVi + __V iPX ( X ,X )-B ,V i 
- S = l 1 = 1 
= ^(__V,M x v, ,__V,P X ( X , X ) - B ,V , 
L \ = i i= i 
C x ( _ ^ V , M x V ^ =Ker(_^V,M x V,] 
are taken into account, then (b) is proved. • 
L e m m a 2.7. In LMC 
(a) M{\ - X(X'X + B'B)"X'] = M(MX) © M{X(X'X + B'B)-B'], 
(b) M(X) = M ( X K B ) © M{X(X'X + B'B)-B']. 
P r o o f . 
(a) M =M{\- X(X'X + B'B)-X'] = {[I - X(X'X + B'B)"X'](Xu + * x > ) : 
u e Rfc, kx. e Ker(X')} since A<(X)©Ker(X') = R " . Thus M = { X u + * x , -
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X(X'X + B'B)-(X'X + B'B - B'B)u: u € R*, kx. e Ker(X')} = Ker(X') © 
.M[X(X'X + B'B)"B'B] = M(MX) © .M[X(X'X + B'B)"B'] . The equality 
.M[X(X'X + B'B)-B'B] = M[X{X'X + B'B)"B'] is implied by the follow-
ing relations: M[X(X'X + B'B)-B'] D .M[X(X'X + B'B)-B'B] D .M[X(X'X + 
B'B)-B'B(X'X + B'B)-X'] =.M[X(X'X + B'B)_B'] since for any matrix A we 
have .M(A) = .M(AA'). 
(b)Let T = X(X'X + B'B)"X' and U = X(X'X + B'B)-B'[B(X'X + B'B)-
B']"B(X'X + B'B)-X'. Then P X K D = T - U (cf. Lemma 2.4 for W = I 
and V = I) and T = PXKR + U. Both matrices PXKR > U are p.s.d. and 
MB-X'X(X'X + B'B)-B'= 0 =-=> Af(PXMB/)±.M[X(X'X + B'B)-B'] = > 
^(pXKB)-L^(U) «=> A.(XKB)J_.M(U). 
Thus .M(PXKB + U) = .M(PXKB,U) = M(XKB) 0 M(U) = M(J). The 
equality M(T) = M(X) is implied by the following: M(X') c M(X'X + 
B'B) = M [(X'X + B'B)+] , where (X'X + B'B)+ can be expressed as JJ'; 
thus 3{F: X' = JF} -=> M{X) = .M(F'J') = .M(F'J'JF) C X(F'J'J) = 
A.(F'J'JJ'JF) = M[X(X'X+B'B)-X'] C .M(F'J') = M(X). The equality M(\J) 
= .M[X(X'X + B'B)-B'] can be proved by an analogous consideration from the 
inclusion .M[B(X'X + B'B)~X'] c M[B(X'X + B'B)-B'] (.4= .M(BJJ'X') c 
.M(BJ) = .M(BJJ'B')) . 
R e m a r k 2.8. Lemma 2.7 (a) and Theorem 2.6 show that the conditions 
on UBLUE are stronger in LMC than in LM. It is implied by the inclusion 
Ker{£ V.[l - X(X'X + B'B)"X']Vi} C Kerf £ V,MxVi) . When M(B') C 
l . = i ' \ = i ' 
M(X'), then the statement is obvious directly from Theorem 2.6 (b); further 
from Lemma 2.4 (a) 
M X K B = M x + PX(X 'X+B 'B)-B ' 
=->.M(X,ViMX|<BV.) 
= M (J2 V,MXV, + ViPX(X.x+B'B)-B'
V«) => M ( E V<MXV.) 
N = I ' \ = i ' 
<=> Ker(^ViM X K B Vi) c K e r ( ^ V , M x V , ) . 
Theorem 2.9. In LMC a function /(/?) = f/3. (3 £ V, can be estimated 
by UBLUE iff f eM (x'Ker{ £ V,[l - X(X'X + B'B)-X']V,}, B') . 
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P r o o f . As /(•) is unbiasedly estimable f G Ai(X', B') *(cf. Theorem 2.2), 
i.e. 3 {Li e R n , L2 E R
? ) f = X'Lx + B'L2 and L\ Y + L'2(-b) is an unbiased 
estimator. It is UBLUE with respect to Theorem 2.6 iff Li G Kerl Yl V,-[l — 
^ t = i 
X(X'X + B'B)-X']V,} = > f = X'Li + B'L2 G M ( x ' K e r { J V , [ I -X(X 'X + 
B'B)"X']Vt}, B'). • 
R e m a r k 2.10. In LMC, the condition b + B/3 = O enlarges the class of 
the linear functions of (3 which are uniformly best linearly estimable by adding 
JVf(B') but simultaneously it reduces this class with respect to Remark 2.8. 
Compare R5 in Lemma 1.2. 
L e m m a 2 .11 . Let in ( y , X/3, (3 G Rfc, E(#) , # G # ) , b(/3) = /i '/3, /3 e 
R* , be a function with the property h G JVf(X'). Then the #0 -LBLUE of it 
can be calculated by the following equivalent (i.e. the same with probability one) 
expressions. 
(i) ^ = / , ' [ ( X ' ) ; [ S ( I ? O ) ] ] ' Y , 
(2) h'/3 = / i ' (X'MX)-X'MY, 
where M = (S(i?0) + XUX')+ + K, fl(X'MX) = fl(X'), 
U, K are arbitrary matrices with properties jVf(S(i?o), X) = .M(X(i?o)+XU'X') 
= X(S( i?o) + XUX') «/»</ E(i90)K'X = O, X'KX = 0 , 
(3) jV/3 = /i'C3Y = /rC'2Y, 
where 
/ E ( 0 o ) , X \ _ / C , , C 2 \ 
V X', OJ ~\C3, - C j ' 
(4) /T3 = /1' [X'(E(i?0) + XX')-X] ~X'(E(0 o ) + XX')" y 
(a special choice of (X')~ ^ } ] ) , 
(5) h^ = h '{ (E(0 o ) + XX')-X[XX'(E(i90) + X X ' ) X ] ~ X } ' y 
la special choice of (X')~ ^ 1. 
P r o o f . See in [4] and [1, p. 161]. 
T h e o r e m 2.12. Let in ( y , X/3, /3 G V, E(#) , tied), V = {u: b + Bu -
0} , f((3) = f'/3, (3 G V, be a function with the property f G jW(X', B') . Then 
the $0 -LBLUE of it c n be calculat d by the expressions giv ir Lemma 2.11, 
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where I J is substituted for X, I n n ) f0T ^ ( ^ ° ) ana* ( h ) for 
y . 
P r o o f . 
(1) is a consequence of Theorem 2.2 and definition of the i?o -LBLUE. 
(2) Let M = [ ( S ^ ' ° ) + (X)u(X',B')]" + K, 
where i?( (X' ,B ' )M (Q\) = -R(X',B'). 
Then the system (X', B')M ( o ) 3 = (X', B')M ( \ j is solvable. 




Hence, if Z is an arbitrary matrix such that M(Z) C Ker(X', B ' ) , then 
(X', B')M (S(^o)' ° ) Z = Q'(X', B')Z = 0, 
which means with respect to Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.5 that 
(X', B')M ( * J is the •do - LBLUE of its mean value (X', B')M ( X ) /3 , /3 <E 
V; thus 
( L ; , L i ) ( X ) [ ( X ' , B ' ) M ( X ) ] ( X ' , B ' ) M ( _ Y b ) 
is the i?o - LBLUE of the function 
/09)=(L'1,Li)(
X) [(X',B')M(X)] (X ' ,B')M( X ) /3 
=(L'1X + L'2B)/3 = f'/3, (3eV. 
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(Cf. [4] and Theorem 5.3.2 in [1], where an analogous consideration in LM is 
made.) 




'Ci i- cV 
Cз"î""-ČI 
cf. [4] or Theorem 5.5.6 in [1] which states that 
C ! = ( X ' B , , - [ ( t ' ' S ) ] ™d c i = ( X ' ' B ' ) ™[(^: > ?)] ' 
(4) and (5) can be obtained by a special choice of the matrix 
( X ' , B ' ) ~ r . « nx-| (in detail see in [1] Lemma 2.1.20). 
m K o,° o)J 
R e m a r k 2.13. An estimation of the first order parameter j3 in LMC can 
be proceed with respect to Theorem 2.12, Lemma 2.1, Theorem 2.2, Theorem 
2.3, Theorem 2.5, Theorem 2.6 and Theorem 2.9, in several different ways. When 
a numerical calculation is large, i.e. the numbers n, k, q are large, then the 
possibility to obtain the same results in different ways is welcome from the point 
of view of checking the numerical stability. An analogous possibility would be 
welcome in the estimation of the second order parameter. 
3. E s t i m a t o r s of t h e second o r d e r p a r a m e t e r s 
The simplest kind of an estimator of a function g($) = g ' $ , i? £ # , is 
Y 'UY, where the matrix U fulfils conditions for unbiasedness, i.e. V{/3 £ 
V} V{i? £ #}E(Y'UY | /3,i?) = g'tf and invariance, i.e. V {/3 £ V} (Y + 
X(3)'U(Y + X{3) = Y'UY. 
In LMC, two problems arise from the point of view of equivalent algorithms. 
The first one is connected with an existence of the unbiased and invariant es-
timator. With respect to Lemma 1.7, the matrix K(^ in LMC is given by the 
relations 
{ K ^ } . , , = Tr(M X K B V , M X K B V ; ) , i,j = 1 , . . . ,p 
and the problem is if 
g £ A 4 ( K ( , ) ) *=> g £ . M ( K ( , ) ) , 
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where 
{ K ( l ) } y = Tr "'«.(£ SЬ5ìOä.S) (S) i,j = l , . . . , p . 
The other problem is connected with the expression for the estimator. With 
respect to Lemma 1.8, the MINQUE or the i?0 - LMVQUIE in the case of 
normality is 
^A,(y-X^o ) ' (MxKBSoMxKB )
+V,(MxKBSoMXKB )
+ (y-X/3o ) , 
t = l 
where /30 is any solution to b+B(3o = 0. The question is whether this estimator 
can be calculated from the expression 
£ « V . - , , [ M ( 8 ) ( - < * > . S)M(g)]
+(vo; %)• 
•MT' shwH-y. 
Theorem 3 .1 . Let the matrix K^ 6e //wen 6y the relations {K' 1 ' }^ = 
Tr(MxKRV|MxKRVj) , i , j = l , . . . , p , where X, B, V i , . . . , Mp are matrices 
from LMC . Let the matrix K^ be given by the relations 
{•<<'>}.,., = T r 
мa)(vo:S)^)fôS); hj = 1-. 
TAen M(K<'>) = M ( K ^ ) . 
P r o o f . The ( i , j ) th element of the matrix Kl can be rewritten as 
{K ( l )} = Tr{[l - X(X'X + B'B)-X']V,-[I - X(X'X + B'BYX'JV,-} 
and with respect to Lemma 2.4 (c) with W = I and V = I, 
{KO}y = Tr({l - X(X'X + B'B)"X' + X(X'X + B'B)"B'[B(X'X + B'B)~B']- • 
B(X'X+B'B)-X'}V,{I-X(X'X+B'B)X'+X(X'X+B'B)-B'[B(X'X+B'B)-B']-
B(X'X + B'B)-X'}V_,). 
Let us denote Sj = l -X(X'X+B'B)-X' and S 2 = Si+X(X'X+B'B)-B'[B(X'X+ 
B'B)"B']-B(X'X + B'B)-X'. 
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As M{X(X,X + B,B)-B,[B(X,X + B,B)-B,]-B(XIX + B,B)-X'} C M(SX) (cf. 
Lemma 2.7 (a)) and S2 — Si is obviously p.s.d., we have with respect to Lemma 
1.1: M(S2) = M(Si + (S2 - Si)) = M(SU S2 - Si) = M(SX). Now we use the 
spectral decomposition of the matrices Si and S2 , respectively. 
Si = QiAiQi, QiQi = l r, r, r = iJ(Si) = R(S2), Xi is p .d , 
S2 = Q2A2Q2 , Q2Q2 = l r r , A2 is p.d. 
Thus the matrix Kl can be expressed as V'(Si ® Si)V = V'(Qi ® Qi)(Ai ® 
Ai)(Qi ® Q i ) V , where V = (vec(Vi) , . . . , vec(Vp)) and the matrix K ^ as 
V'(S2 ® S2)V = V'(Q2 ® Q2)(A2 ® A2)(Q2 ® Q2)V. As Ai(Si) = M(Qi) = 
M(S2) = M(Q2) and the matrices Qi and Q2 are of the full rank in columns, 
there exists a regular r X r matrix R such that Q2 = QiR. Thus 
K(l> = V'(Qi ® Q,)(R ® R)(A2 ® A2)(R' ® R')(Qi ® Q'^V. 
As the matrices Ai ® Ai and (R ® R)(A2 ® A2)(R' ® R') are p.d., we have 
M(KI) = M(V'(QI®Q1))=M(KM). a 
T h e o r e m 3.2. Let g G X ( K ^ ) in LMC and let 
T , ( Y - X j 3 o ) 
= £ ( Y - X^0)'Ai(MxKBSoMxKB)
+V,(MxKBSoMXKB)
+(Y - X/30), 
1 = 1 
where 
> ( M X K B








r 2(Y,-Ь)=£(Y' ,-Ь')A 
lSo, O 
(g)lo, 0 
0 + = 




s ( , ) + л = g> м 
lE0, 
(šH0' м (Ї: 
(3.2) 
The 
(a) T\(Y — X/30) does not depend on the choice of f3o G V. 
(b) T\(Y — X(3Q) = T 2(y,—b) with probability one. 
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P r o o f . 
(a) Let /3oi,A>2 € V, /301 ^ (302. Then /30 2 - p01 € M(KB) and X(/302 -
A>i) e A ^ ( X K B ) . AS ( M X K B E 0 M X K B )
+ = ( M X K B E O M X K B )
 + M X K B , we 
have 
( M X K B S O M X K B )
 + [y - X/30i - (Y - X/?02)] 
= ( M X K B S O M X K B )
+ M X K B X ( / 3 0 2 - ^ i ) = O. 
(b) With respect to (a) /30 can be chosen as B ~ ( - 6 ) with an arbitrary 
g-inverse B " . thus Y-X/30 = (I, - X B ~ ) ( * A and 
tl = (Y - X /3o) ' (MxK B SoM X K B )
+ V ) (M X K B EoMxK B )
+ (y - Xf30) 
= ( y ' , - 6 ' ) ( _ ( B - y x , ) ( M X K B E o M X K B )
+ V , ( M X K B E 0 M X K B )
+ . 
d , - X B - ) ( _ ; ) . 
The corresponding term of T2(Y, -b) is 
*-^M»M: S)M(i)]+(vo: S) 
м i ) (* o><š)]
+(Л) 
Let us denote ® = I - X(X'X + B'B)"X', © = -X(X 'X + B ' B ) " B ' , 
Then 
S = X(X'X + B'B)-X' and (*) = M X K D E 0 M X K ' 
B B 
м ( Ï ) ( O : å > ( x Г ( | ) *»<©.©>• 
Let us denote 
Then 
м(ï)ft->(î)ľ-(S'.8)-
<* = 0".-<>')( ® , ) v i ( ® , ® ) ( ^ ) 
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and 
^ = (^ ' ,-6') 
, - ( B - ) 
If there exists (6) such that the equality 
(*)+, - ( * ) + X B - \ _ 
-(B-)'X'(*)+, © 
is valid, then (b) will be proved. 
Let © = (B-) 'X ' (*)+XB-. Let 
'xW) V ' ( ( * ) + '- ( * ) + X B _ ) (- Y ь)-
® 
©' £0(®,©) 
E = ® 
©' 
, S 0 ( ® , @ ) and G = W
+, -(*)+xв-
-(B-)'X'(*)+, (B-)'X'(*)+XB-
Then it must be proved: 
(1) E = EGE, (2) G = GEG , (3) EG = G'E', (4) GE = E'G'. 
As E and G are symmetric, the property (4) is implied by the property (3). 
( i) 
The term 
EGE = ® 
©' 
, S0(®,©)G ( | ) S o ( © , ©)• 
S0(®,@)G( ţ | . »So 
® 
can be expressed as 
S 0 ® ( * ) + ® S 0 - S o ® ( * ) + X B - © ' S 0 - S 0 © ( B - ) ' X ' ( * ) + ® S o 
+ S o © ( B - ) ' X ' ( * ) + X B - © ' S 0 . 
As M X K B X B - B = M X K B X , since M(KB) = M{\ - B-B) and M X K B X ( I 
B-B) = 0 , we have (* )+XB-®' = - ( * ) + M X K B X B - B ( X ' X + B'B)-X ' 
-(*)+X(X 'X + B'B)-X '. 
Thus 
S 0 ( ® , @ ) G ( ® , ) S 0 
= S 0 [(I - S)(*)+(l - S) + (I - S)(*)+S + S(*)+(l - S) + S ( * ) + S ] s 0 
= l£o(*) ---o 
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and 
_ /®So (* )+S 0 ®, ®S0(*)+So© \ 
t U L ~ ^©'S 0 (*)+S 0®, ©'S 0 (* )+So© f 
Further 
®So(*)+S0® = ®[S 0 - XKB(K'BX'S+XKB)+K'BX']® = ® S 0 ® - [I -
X(X'X + B'B)-X']XKB(K'BX'S+XKB)+K'BX'[I-X(X'X+B'B)-X'] = ® S 0 ® , 
since 
K'BX'[I - X(X'X + B'B)"X'] = K'BX' - K'B(X'X + B'B - B'B)(X'X + B'B)"X' = 
K'BB'B(X'X + B'B)"X' = O. 
®S 0 (*)+S 0 © = ®[S 0 - XKB(K'BX'S+XKB)+K'BX']@ = ® S 0 @ , since 
®XKB = [I - X(X'X + B'B)-X']XKB = XKB - X(X'X + B'B)-(X'X + B'B -
B'B)KB = X(X'X + B'B)-B'BKB = O. 
@'S0(*)+S0© = ©'[So - XKB(K'BX'S+XKB)+K'BX']@ = @'S 0 ©, since 
©'XKB = -B(X'X + B'B)"X'XKB = -B(X'X + B'B)-(X'X + B'B-B'B)KB = 
-BKB + B(X'X + B'B)-B'BKB = O. Thus EGE = E. 
(2) 
/ (*)+, -(*)+XB- V ® W t t ( 2 V > . 
V-(B")'X'(*)+, (B-)'X'(*)+XB-J 1, @ ' ^ o ( ® , © ) 
/ " (*)+, -(*)+XB- \ _ l ® , © \ 
'V-(B-)'X'(*)+, (B-)'X'(*)+XB-j_ v®, @)' 
© = (*)+®S0®(*)+ - (*)+XB-©'So®(*)+ - (*)+®So@(B-)'X'(*)+ 
+ (*)+XB-©'So©(B-)'X'(*)+. 
As 
(*)+XB-©' = - ( * ) + M X K B X B - B ( X ' X + B'B)-X' = -(*)+S, 
© can be rewritten as 
(*)+[(! - S)S0(I - S) + SS0(I - S) + S0S + SS0S](*)+ = (*)+S0(*)+ = [S+ • 
•S0S+ - S+XKB(K'BX'S+XKB)+K'BX'S+SoS+][l - XKB(K'BX'S+XKB)+ • 
•K' X'S+ = (*)+ 
© = -(*)+®S0©(*)+XB- + (*)+XB-©'S0®(*)+XB- + (*)+®So©(B-)'. 
•X'(*)+XB" - (*)+XB-©'S0©(B-)'X '(*)+XB- = -(*)+ [(I - S)S0(I - S) + 
SS0( I-S) + ( I -S )S0S + SS0S](*)+XB- = -(*)+S0(*)+XB- = -(*)+XB" . 
©=(B-)'X '(*)+®S0©(*)+XB--(B-)'X '(*)+XB-©'So®(*)+XB--(B-)'-
•X'(*)+®So©(B-)'X'(*)+XB- + (B-)'X'(*)+XB-©'S0©(B-)'X'(*)+XB-
= (B")'X'(*)+ [(I - S)S0(I - S) + SS0(I - S) + (I - S)S0S + SS0S] (*)+XB" = 
(B-)'X'(*)+S0(*)+XB- = (B-)'X'(*)+XB-. 
© is obviously equal to —(B-)'X'(*)+ . 
Thus GEG = G. 
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(3) 
( ® ". Snrm en) ( (* )+ ' - ( * ) + X B - \ _ /©, @\ 
V®' j^ 0^'®>v-(B-)'X'(*)+, (B-)»X'(*)+XB-j- V©, ® L 
© = ®S0®(*)+ - ®So©(B-)'X'(*)+ 
= (I - S)E0(I - S)(*)+ + (I - S)S0S(*)+ = (I - S)S0(*)+ 
= [I - X(X'X + B'B)-X'][E0E+ - S0S+XKB(K'BX'E+XKB)+K'BX'E+] 
= S0E+ - X(X'X + B'B)~X', 
since X'S0S+ = X' and 
[I - X(X'X + B'B)-X']E0S^XKB 
= [X - X(X'X + B'B)"(X'X + B'B - B'B)] KB = O. 
Thus © = © ' . Further @ = - ® E 0 ® ( * ) + X B - + ® S 0 © ( B - ) ' X ' ( * ) + X B -
= - ( I - S)E0(I - S)(*)+XB- - (I - S)S0S(*)+XB- = - ( I - S)S0(*)+XB- ; 
© = @'So®(*)+ - © 'Eo©(B-) 'X ' (*)+ 
= @'Eo(l - S)(*)+ + @'SoS(*)+ = ©'So(*)+ 
= -B(X 'X + B 'B) -X 'E 0 [S+ - E+XKB(K'BX'S+XKB)+K'BX'E+] 
= -B(X 'X + B 'B)-X ' ; 
@' = - ( B - ) ' X ( * ) + S o ( l - S ) 
= - (B- ) 'X ' [E+-S+XK B (K ' B X'E 0 +XK B )+K ' B X'S+]Eo[ l -X(X 'X+B 'B) -X ' ] 
= -(B-)'X'jl - X(X'X + B'B)"X'] = -(B-)'B'B(X'X + B'B)-X'. 
If B+ is chosen for B~ , then (B+)'B'B = B ( « = B'(B+)+B+ = B ' ) . Thus 
©=©'• 
© = -©'So®(*)+XB+ +©'So©(B+)'X'(*)+XB+ 
= -©'[So® + E0S](*)+XB+ = -@'Eo(*)+XB+ 
= B(X'X + B'B)-X'S4E+-S+XKB(K'BX'S+XKB)+K'BX'E+]XB+ 
= B(X'X+B'B)-X'XB+-B(X'X+B'B)-(X'X+B'B-B'B)KB(K'BX'S+XKB)+ 
K'BX'S+XB+ = B(X'X+B'B)-X'XB+ = B(X'X+B'B)-(X'X + B'B-B'B)B+ 
= BB+ - B(X'X + B'B)"B'BB+ = BB+ - B(X'X + B'B)-B' = ©' . 
Thus EG = G'E', i.e. GE = E'G'. 
The choice of the vector A in T\(Y — X/3o) from (3.1) and in T2(Y,—fa) 
from (3.2), respectively, is a consequence of the unbiasedness of the estimators, 
cf. Lemma 1.8. • 
R e m a r k 3.3. With respect to Theorem 3.2 there exist different expressions 
for the i?o-MINQUE in LMC which gave the same estimator of the function 
g(-). This is a welcome possibility to check the numerical stability of the calcu-
lation. 
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